Services
and Support
for Boards

of Not-For-Profit (For Purpose)
Organisations

It’s About Governance…
Strong, capable and ethical leadership is critical to the success of every
not-for-profit organisation.
Pathways Australia has been supporting the leadership of community service
organisations since 2001, and we are widely acknowledged as the sector’s
leading specialist consultancy and advisory provider.
We offer a range of relevant, effective and affordable services specifically
designed to assist not-for-profit boards and senior executives to meet the many
challenges your organisations face and to make a positive difference.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
Your board has a clear obligation to understand
how your employees feel about their work and
your organisation.
Engaged and satisfied employees are key to the
success of any not-for-profit organisation. ‘Your Say’,
our online employee engagement tool will give you
deep and telling insights into what your employees
think about their roles and your organisation … and
you can compare your results against the averages
of similar organisations. First-year is fee-free!

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

BOARD SELF-ASSESSMENT

Finding and appointing the right CEO and senior
executives requires time and expertise.
We can work with you to identify, recruit and select
senior executives that will take your leadership
and organisation to the next level. Unlike other
recruitment agencies that charge excessive fees
based upon the appointee’s level of remuneration
charged, our fee is fixed … and affordable.

Our online Board-Assessment Tool (BAT) will
provide you with valuable insights into how
well your board is performing and how well the
directors and CEO are working with each other.

Support and Services for Boards

Board members can complete the confidential
assessment online at a time of their choosing,
and the results will provide deep insights into
your board’s performance and areas of potential
improvement. Outcomes will include enhanced
governance, effectiveness and leadership.

CEO REMUNERATION BENCHMARKING

CEO ASSESSMENT

Are you sure that your CEO’s remuneration package
is in line with the market?

Assessing the performance of the most senior
executive is a core responsibility of any board.
Our online CEO Assessment Tool (CAT) allows
board members to assess the CEO across five
critical areas.

So-called ‘remuneration surveys’ can be misleading
and unreliable. Our methodology analyses what
people are currently receiving for similar roles
in similar organisations. Our three-page report,
analysis and recommendations will ensure that
your remuneration package is right!

Strengths and opportunities for development
are highlighted in our comprehensive report.
In addition, the results can be compared with
those of previous years and of CEOs of other,
similar organisations.

STRATEGIC AND ANNUAL PLANNING

OTHER SERVICES WE PROVIDE

‘If you fail to plan, you plan to fail’. It’s a longstanding and true statement. We are the experts
in working with not-for-profit boards to develop
practical and achievable 3-5 year strategic
plans and supporting annual plans. These will
provide a ‘roadmap’ to guide your organisation’s
development.

Board governance
reviews
Board meeting
effectiveness analysis
and reviews
Independent
investigations
and assessments

Development of Key
Performance Indicators
(KPIs)
Dispute resolution
Board member
education and
certification programs

Pathways Australia

OUR CLIENTS
Here is a selection of just some of the organisations we have assisted recently.

Victorian Aboriginal
Legal Service

1300 212 212
mail@pathwaysaustralia.com.au
pathwaysaustralia.com.au

